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BELLEVUE
New elegant lined texture.

https://www.momohandles.com.au/BELLEVUE-35MM-SOLID-BRASS-LINED-KNOB-BRONZE




BELLEVUEBELLEVUE



A classic and stylish range including bar handles and a 
complementary knob with optional backplates available 
throughout the collection. Featuring a 5mm stepped end, 
square posts on the bar pulls and the option of a knurled 
or plain texture, make Bellevue a timeless design for all 
interior settings. The inclusion of a stunning appliance pull 
completes the set.

Description Part no. Finish

Knob BVKLD035 BSB, DBB, BNZ, MBL, DBR - 35ø 35ø 36

160mm Bar Pull BVPLD160 BSB, DBB, BNZ, MBL, DBR 160 200 14 36

320mm Bar Pull BVPLD320 BSB, DBB, BNZ, MBL, DBR 320 370 14 36

Appliance Pull BVAPLD416 BSB, DBB, BNZ, MBL, DBR 416 496 20 50

The full Bellevue range, including backplates is available online - www.momohandles.com.au

Brushed Satin 
Brass (BSB)

Dark Brushed 
Brass (DBB)

Bronze
(BNZ)

Matt Black
(MBL)

Dull Brushed 
Nickel (DBR)

New elegant lined texture.

https://www.momohandles.com.au/BELLEVUE-35MM-SOLID-BRASS-LINED-KNOB-BRONZE


Our solid brass collections 
are designed in-house with 
precision and attention 
to detail and are the 
epitome of elegance and 
functionality.



With 5 signature finishes to 
choose from, these handles 
are sure to complement 
any interior style.

Note: Belgravia is also available in a 
Polished Nickel finish.

Brighton

A re-imagined take on a classic, 
this range includes bar handles 
and a complementary T-knob in an 
impressive knurled texture. Featuring 
a 5mm stepped end, and a solid base 
continuing the width of the handle, 
Brighton sets a commanding design 
for premium joinery.

A truly classic design with an easy 
nature, it features a subtle stepped 
edge framing a distinct flat face that 
captures the light perfectly. Aspen has 
a gentle presence making it widely 
adaptable and has a contoured 
underside for a comfortable hold.

Aspen

Manhattan & Sussex

An eye-catching piece enveloped 
in a luxurious, lined texture and 
featuring a 5mm stepped end. 
The handle section is hidden which 
preserves the elegant aesthetic of 
its striking cylindrical design. Can be 
accompanied with Sussex, a striking 
contemporary knob with a bold 
presence and lined texture, to allow 
for a diverse range of applications.

Designed and crafted to exacting 
standards, the exquisite solid brass 
Belgravia range with knurled detailing 
is perfectly at home in the most 
impressive interiors.

Belgravia

Brushed Satin 
Brass (BSB)

Dark Brushed 
Brass (DBB)

Bronze
(BNZ)

Matt Black
(MBL)

Dull Brushed 
Nickel (DBR)

https://www.momohandles.com.au/BRIGHTON-50MM-SOLID-BRASS-KNURLED-T-KNOB-BRONZE?quantity=1
https://www.momohandles.com.au/ASPEN-SOLID-BRASS-KNOB-BRONZE?quantity=1
https://www.momohandles.com.au/MANHATTAN-320MM-SOLID-BRASS-LINED-PULL-HANDLE-BRONZE?quantity=1


Designed and renovated by Lux Interiors
Styled and furnished by Loam
Photographed by Jody D’Arcy

A special thank you to Lux Interiors for sharing 
this project with us. For more information visit 
www.luxinteriors.com.au



The Palm Bay renovation, a home that has been 
completely stripped back to it’s frame, designed entirely 
right down to the finest of details, with new structures 
built and all new cabinetry, fittings and fixtures installed. 
This home showcases Lux Interiors passion for their 
craft, transforming a dated run down house into a 
purposeful, magnificent home that imparts joy.

Palm Bay Renovation From the entrance you’re guided to the kitchen by a 
curved wall that meets the contemporary neutral toned 
space that hosts plenty of storage, integrated appliances 
and the perfect entertaining area that flows into the 
living, dining and outdoor areas.

Neutral shades, luxurious porcelain benchtops and mosaic 
tiles combine for a seriously sleek and seamless kitchen. 
The smooth curve of the Momo Brave Handle adds a 
touch of elegance and sophistication to the cabinetry.





The four bathroom and two powder rooms all share the 
contemporary coastal vibe, featuring curved shower 
walls, hidden niches, round sky lights, custom vanities 
and plenty of storage. 

The addition of Momo’s Belgravia T Knob elevates the 
overall look, with the knurled texture adding a tactile 
element and a sense of refinement. 



Lucca

A classic range, perfectly suited to 
transitional cabinetry and available 
in five finishes.

Dull Brushed 
Nickel (DBR)

Polished 
Nickel (PN)

Matt Black 
(MBL)

Antique 
Brass (AB)

Brushed 
Satin Brass 

(BSB)

Description Part no. Finish

Square Knob LCK030 PN, DBR, BSB, MBL, AB - 30 30 26

160mm D Handle LCK160 PN, DBR, BSB, MBL, AB 160 182 22 26

320mm D Handle LCK320 PN, DBR, BSB, MBL, AB 320 342 22 26

Cup Pull LCP096 PN, DBR, BSB, MBL, AB 96 130 35 26

  = Hole centre     = Overall length     = Width     = Projection   

https://www.momohandles.com.au/MOMO-LUCCA-SQUARE-KNOB-30MM-ANTIQUE-BRASS



